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Composed of the finest illustrations of freshwater gamefish found in the United States and Canada,

this attractive assortment of 34 unique fish isÂ idealÂ for anglers. Scientifically precise and

stunningly beautiful, the fish&#151;shown in relative scale and arranged by family&#151;have been

reproduced at the highest fidelity to capture the accuracy and splendor of the original artwork. With

the inclusion of the top gamefish&#151;bass, sunfish, pike, trout, catfish, and beyond&#151;this

premium poster is the perfect gift for fishermen who wish to identify their catch and appreciate the

beauty of native North American freshwater quarry.
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I have an "interactive bulletin board" outside my classroom and purchased this poster for the bulletin

board. The students loved it and it generated a lot of discussion. Many of my students go fishing

with their families, so it was wonderful to see them identify the different fish. The pictures are good

and I know I will be able to use it in the future. It is a long poster but I was able to accommodate it.

another reviewer indicated it was an odd size which I noticed after I ordered so I was pleasantly

surprised it was standard poster size, excellent quality.. very traditional but nice enough to hang in

any room, we love it!

This is an excellent poster. It is very lifelike and not cartoonish like others. It looks great in my living



room and helps to identify freshwater gamefish. It's just missing salmon, which we get in the creeks

in northwest Indiana from Lake Michigan.

I saw this framed in a doctor's office and looked for it online to give to my 15 yr. old grandson.

Delivery was quick and the poster is colorful and interesting. I have yet to get it framed, but very

pleased with the purchase.

this is a beautiful full-sized poster. I strongly suggest doing it justice by framing it. the unappreciative

recipient of this beautiful poster took duct-tape and unceremoniously stuck it to their trailer-trash

living room wall! I love the drawing quality and hope the colors stand up to direct sunlight!

Bought this for my grandson who is developing into quite a good fisherman. Now he can identify

what he catches.

This is what I expected. My young sons enjoy studying it as we are learning to fish together.

Nicely done and it shows fish I'm likely to encounter.
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